
Errata & Clarifications, September 2021

Errata
4. SEQUENCE OF PLAY (PG. 5): 
Added: “End Turn Phase”

5.3.1. STACKING (PG. 6):
Added:  “An HQ unit must always be the topmost unit in a stack.”

5.3.1.  OVERSTACKING (PG. 6):
Changed: “All combat units in an overstacked hex (at the end of an Action or 
during retreat) have to do Effectiveness Check (EC) (see 5.6 Effectiveness 
Check). If unit fails EC, it suffer a disruption.”

5.3.3. UNIT DISPLACEMENT, 2ND SUBPOINT (PG. 6):
Added, changed: The opposing player may displace overstacked and disrupted 
units of his choice one at a time into any adjacent hex(es) until the stacking limit 
is met. The opponent may not displace a unit into a fully stacked hex unless no 
other alternative hex is available. 

• Displaced units that end up causing overstacking in the displacement hex, 
trigger the same EC  and displacement results in this hex.
• Any unit that cannot be displaced due to the presence of enemy combat units 
or prohibited terrain is eliminated.
Exception: The opposing player may displace overstacked units only at end of 
the retreat (not during the retreat).

5.5.2. REASSIGNMENT (PG. 8): 
Added: “Once assigned, independent units remain subordinate to the formation 
until the player decides to reassign it to another formation during the Assign-
ment Segment. It needs to be undisrupted and in Command Range of both, its 
current and its new formation HQs.”

5.6 EFFECTIVENESS CHECK (PG. 8):
 Added: “The following situations require an Effectiveness Check (EC) for a unit:

 • Any red combat result
 • Refit Action
 • Isolated units attempting to conduct an Action
 • Infiltration Movement
 • AFV unit entering a Marsh hex not along road or railway.
 • Overstacking ”

5.6.2. FIRST BULLET POINT (PG. 8):
Added: ”A failed EC for the following does NOT lead to a step loss:

 • Isolated units attempting to conduct an Action
 • Infiltration Movement
 • AFV unit entering a Marsh hex not along road or railway”

5.8.3. OUT OF COMMAND EFFECTS, 2ND POINT (PG. 9): 
Changed: ”Cannot perform a normal or prepared attack and the remaining ac-
tions cost two Action Points instead of the normal one AP”.

7.2. STEP B (PG. 11):
Deleted: “Select one Action.” (Command Range is redundant to D)

7.3.7 (PG. 12): 
Changed: Title to “Unbridged Streams”.

7.5.1.2. (PG. 14):
Added: “For a Prepared Attack Action, the attacker may contribute a DRM of 
+2 for each hex adjacent to the defending hex containing at least one friendly 
combat unit from the same formation…”

7.5.1.2. REQUIREMENTS FOR COMBAT SUPPORT (PG. 14):
Deleted: Point 1  (about same formation).

8.3. REPLACEMENT SEGMENT (PG. 17):
Removed:

 • “An RP recovers one Strength Point. There is no limit on the number of points 
a unit can receive per segment, but eliminated units may not be rebuilt and 
no unit can be increased above its original printed combat strength. “

8.3.1. GERMAN REPLACEMENTS (PG. 17):
Added:”...Two Infantry RPs can rebuild one strength point of any motorized 
unit or any engineer. A destroyed unit that is rebuilt enters the game with its 
HQ or adjacent to it (subject to stacking). “

10.3. PONTOON BRIDGE (PG. 18):
Added: “The removed Pontoon Bridge is then available to be used again at a 
later point.”

10.4 FORMATION RESTRICTIONS (PG. 18):
Added: 
b) 124. Rifle Division
“The HQ of 124. Rifle Division can perform Relocation Actions or displacements 
only within a four hex range from the Southern Soviet Supply Area. If HQ displace-
ment or relocation isn’t possible within a four hex range from the Southern Soviet 
Supply Area, the player can displace it to any other eligible hex closest to it.”
c) 41. Tank Division
“The HQ of 41. Tank Division can perform Relocation Actions or displacements 
only within a four hex range from the Northern Soviet Supply Area. If HQ displace-
ment or relocation isn’t possible within a four hex range from the Northern Soviet 
Supply Area, the player can displace it to any other eligible hex closest to it.”

10.5 RESERVES OF 41. TANK DIVISION (PG. 19):
Added: “If any German unit is within 5 hexes of the Northern Soviet Supply Area 
before turn 6, the Soviet player receives these reserves in the next turn (first 
battalion of 82. Regiment from 41.Tank division, three units total). 

If the HQ unit was previously removed from play, it arrives with units with an 
activation marker at level 4.”

Please do not hesitate to ask any questions or doubts not covered here through:
https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/327723/across-bug-river-volodymyr-volynskyi-1941

http://talk.consimworld.com/WebX/.1de29232
Or via email at: info@vucasims.com

Original Errata are styled this way  -  New Errata are styled this way.  -  Errata or rules that should be disregarded are styled this way.

5.6.2. FAILING AN EC (PAGE 8):
Units do not take a step loss if they fail an EC in the following cases: 

- Isolated units attempting to conduct an Action 
- Infiltration Movement 
- AFV unit entering a Marsh hex not along road or railway

7.4. HQ RELOCATION (PAGE 12): 
 • “An HQ can relocate across the Bug River if a path to the new hex is not 

longer than its Command Range and a Supply Path can be traced from the 
destination hex through a bridge or pontoon bridge. This is also true for HQ 
Displacement.”

OTHER
 • An Improved Position can be built everywhere (e.g. Village, Town, Swamp, 

Pillbox).
 • When a Pillbox hex is taken back by the Soviet player, it can be used again 

(pillboxes do not get destroyed).
 • In the Soviet Reorganization, it is not possible to cannibalize only single steps 

from a unit. The unit has to be removed to do so.
 • Stacking limits do apply during a retreat, this differs from the rules for move-

ment. This means a retreat is not a movement.

Clarifications


